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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Diﬀerent human societies shape landscapes diﬀerently. Anthroecology
theory explains this long-term diﬀerential shaping of landscapes as the
product of sociocultural niche construction (SNC): an evolutionary theory
coupling social change with ecosystem engineering. The evolutionary
mechanisms underpinning this theory cannot be tested without experimental approaches capable of reproducing emergent selection processes acting on the combined suite of cultural, material, and
ecological inheritances that determine the adaptive ﬁtness of human
individuals, groups, and societies. Agent-based modeling, as a ‘generative social science’ tool, appears ideal for this. Here we propose an agentbased virtual laboratory (ABVL) approach to generating and testing basic
hypotheses on SNC as a general mechanism capable of producing the
broadly varied anthroecological forms and dynamics of human landscapes from prehistory to present. While major challenges must still be
overcome, a prospective modeling framework speciﬁcation, guiding
questions, and illustrative examples demonstrate clear potential for an
ABVL to test predictions of anthroecology theory through generative
social simulation.
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1. Introduction
The concept that landscapes coevolve with human societies is at least as old as the disciplines of
natural history and geography (e.g. Alexander von Humboldt, in Jackson, 2009; Marsh, 1865). As
societies change, they alter the landscapes that sustain them. As environments change, human
societies respond through adaptive social processes and by intervening further into landscape
processes. This coupling of social, environmental, and landscape change is foundational to land
system science (LSS; Meyfroidt, 2015). It is also the basis for theoretical frameworks ranging from
social-ecological systems (SES; Walker, Holling, Carpenter, & Kinzig, 2004) to coupled humannatural systems (CHANS; Liu et al., 2013) and the human–environment models of archaeology
(Boivin et al., 2016; Butzer, 1982; Kirch, 2005) and human ecology (Dyball & Newell, 2014).
Despite this long history of theoretical work, the call to recognize human societies as a ‘great
force of nature’ that is shifting the Earth system into a new epoch of geologic time, the
Anthropocene (Steﬀen, Crutzen, & McNeill, 2007; Waters et al., 2016) is challenging LSS, SES, and
CHANS to develop globally generalizable, mechanistic models of human transformation of landscapes across Earth’s land over geologic time (Ellis, 2015; Verburg et al., 2015). Just as natural
climate systems have shaped the global patterns of the biomes over evolutionary time, human
populations and their use of land, acting as a ‘global human climate system’, have shaped, over
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millennia, the global patterns of urban, village, cropland, rangeland, and seminatural anthropogenic biomes (anthromes) that now cover most of Earth’s land (Ellis, 2015; Ellis & Ramankutty,
2008).
Contemporary LSS, SES, and CHANS modeling approaches are increasingly capable of simulating
coupled social-ecological changes unfolding over years to decades at landscape and regional
scales, and these models are being scaled to the global level (Levin et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013;
Verburg et al., 2015). Nevertheless, to model human–environment interactions in geologic time at
global scales – as a ‘global human climate system’, it is necessary to simulate the emergence of
behaviorally modern human societies as small bands of hunter-gathers in Africa more than
50,000 years ago, their spread across the globe and their diversiﬁcation into myriad societal
forms, from horticultural to agrarian, pastoral, and industrial. From this perspective, existing
modeling eﬀorts are more limited in scope, analogous to the simulation of a ‘human weather’ in
which the underlying structuring conditions shaping human societies and their environment
interactions are held relatively constant over time.
To understand the emergence, diversiﬁcation, and dynamics of a global ‘human climate system’
across diverse human societies and the landscapes they have shaped from Pleistocene to present,
theoretical frameworks and modeling approaches must incorporate mechanisms that facilitate
major long-term structural changes in the organization of societies and their capacity to transform
landscapes (Ellis, 2015). Anthroecology theory provides such a framework through sociocultural
niche construction (SNC), an evolutionary theory coupling human social change and ecosystem
engineering (Ellis, 2015; key terms in anthroecology theory are deﬁned in Appendix 1).
Anthroecology theory is supported by empirical relationships between social and landscape
patterns and dynamics. However, the evolutionary mechanisms underpinning these relationships
cannot be conﬁrmed through empirical evidence alone.
This paper examines the potential to explore and test the long-term evolutionary mechanisms
of anthroecology theory through an agent-based virtual laboratory (ABVL) approach. Developing
an operational ABVL capable of simulating evolutionary processes across human societies and
landscapes over the past 50,000 years is an ambitious project well beyond the reach of this paper.
The focus here is preliminary: to examine the prospects for developing an ABVL capable of testing
the predictions of anthroecology theory through generative social simulation. This will be accomplished by developing a general modeling framework speciﬁcation, set of guiding questions, and
illustrative examples linking sociocultural and landscape change. Even as a thought experiment,
the eﬀort to join anthroecology theory with an ABVL approach will be shown to advance LSS
theory toward a broader framework for understanding the processes that have enabled behaviorally modern human societies to diversify, scale up, and reshape Earth’s landscapes in profoundly
diﬀerent ways over the past 50,000 years.

1.1. Theoretical foundations
1.1.1. Anthroecology and sociocultural niche construction (SNC) theory
Anthroecology and SNC theory are based on the principle that behaviorally modern human
societies coevolve with the ecosystems and landscapes that they shape and that sustain them
through long-term processes of natural, cultural, and artiﬁcial selection acting on the cultural,
ecological, and material inheritances of human individuals, social groups, and societies (Ellis, 2015;
Figure 1; terms in Appendix 1). This broadly ‘inclusive’ view of evolutionary processes is based on
the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis (Danchin, 2013; Danchin et al., 2011; Fuentes, 2016; Laland
et al., 2015), in which cultural inheritances – socially learned behaviors ranging from exchange
relations to the ‘recipe’ for making a tool (Hill, Barton, & Hurtado, 2009; Mesoudi, Whiten, & Laland,
2006; Richerson & Boyd, 2005) are coupled with ecological inheritances – the inherited adaptive
consequences of engineered environments – the basis for niche construction theory (Odling-Smee,
Laland, & Feldman, 2003). Cultural inheritances underpin the adaptive ﬁtness of behaviorally
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Figure 1. Conceptual models of anthroecosystems, sociocultural niche construction (SNC), and diﬀerences in SNC across major
types of sociocultural systems. (a) An anthroecosystem combining sociocultural and ecological systems through heritable and
path-dependent interactions. (b) Long-term change in anthroecosystems caused by gradual and regime shifts in cultural,
material, and ecological inheritances. Regime shift illustrated by new trading system (cultural + material inheritance) +
facilitated species invasion (orange dot) + new biotic interactions (arrows). Path-dependent abiotic change is depicted as
erosive reshaping of brown landform. (c) Long-term regime shifts in SNC and their relative accumulation of cultural, ecological,
material inheritances (relative heights of pink, gray, and green bars). (d) Relative per capita energy expenditure and per capita
transformation of landscapes in terms of relative anthrome area used across diﬀerent types of sociocultural systems. Widening
purple bar depicts increasing role of SNC in shaping anthroecosystem structure and function. All Y axes indicate relative, not
absolute, changes. Based on Figures 2 and 3 in Ellis (2015).

modern humans, the organization and the functioning of societies, and their socially-enacted
strategies for subsistence exchange (i.e. sharing, trade) and engineering environments – their
subsistence regimes (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 2011; Henrich, 2015; Hill et al., 2009; Mesoudi,
2011; Mesoudi et al., 2006; Richerson & Boyd, 2005; Richerson et al., 2016; Sterelny, 2011). SNC
theory also incorporates ‘material inheritances’ – the heritable material culture of human societies
capable of altering adaptive ﬁtness, from ceramics to roads to plastic pollution (Ellis, 2015;
Appendix 1).
SNC theory couples evolutionary changes in sociocultural systems (societies, groups) with
ecological systems in ‘anthroecosystems’ through selection processes acting on cultural, ecological,
and material inheritances (Figure 1(a)). While appearing structurally similar to existing SES and
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CHANS models of human–environment interactions, anthroecosystem models focus not on direct
interactions between societies and ecosystems, but on the long-term evolutionary processes that
shape the structure of these interactions over centuries to millennia – that is, on the dynamics of
‘human climate’ rather than ‘human weather’. As natural, cultural, and artiﬁcial selection act on the
cultural, ecological, and material inheritances of individuals, groups, and societies, anthroecosystems undergo long-term structural changes. Such changes occur both gradually through the
accumulation of novelty, loss, and random drift of inheritances, and through more dramatic regime
shifts in producing transformative changes in anthroecosystem functioning, analogous to the
process of punctuated equilibrium in biological evolution (Figure 1(b)).
The human sociocultural niche has evolved increasing dependence on cultural, material, and
ecological inheritances over the long term, producing larger and more complex societies and the
accumulation of cultural inheritances from the plow to taxation, material inheritances from ceramics to roads, and ecological inheritances from domesticates to agricultural ﬁelds to weeds and
toxic pollutants (Figure 1(c)). In the 50,000 years since behaviorally modern humans ﬁrst spread out
of Africa, the potential scale of human societies has grown from a few dozen to a few hundred
million individuals; the potential productivity of a single square kilometer of land has been
intensiﬁed from sustaining less than 10 to more than 1000 individuals; energy use per individual
has expanded by more than 20 times; and societal ﬂows of materials, energy, biota, and information are now essentially global (Figure 1(c,d); Ellis, 2015). While there is huge variation among
human societies, including diverse hybrid forms, and long-term trends are nonlinear, there is clearly
a long-term trend toward larger societal scales over time, increasingly intensive transformation and
use of land, and for increasing energy substitution and energy use as societies scale up (Figure 1
(c,d)).

1.1.2. Evolving sociocultural landscapes
As societies and their processes of SNC evolve, anthroecosystems change and these changes are
expressed diﬀerentially across landscapes. Anthroecology theory holds that the SNC processes of a
given society acting on a given landscape can be described across time and space as a state
function combining two sociocultural structuring factors, society and social centrality together with
a third hybrid social-ecological structuring factor, land suitability, as:
Sociocultural niche construction ¼ f ðsociety; centrality; suitability; time; spaceÞ

(1)

The society factor deﬁnes the subsistence regimes, social organization, and other heritable
cultural traits governing the SNC capacities and tendencies of a given society – exempliﬁed by
the major diﬀerences among societies in Figure 1(c). Social centrality combines central place theory
(Christaller, 1933; Verburg, Ellis, & Letourneau, 2011; von Thünen & Schumacher-Zarchlin, 1875)
with theory on social network centrality, of which there are multiple measures (Brughmans, 2013;
Rivers, Knappett, & Evans, 2013; Zhong, Arisona, Huang, Batty, & Schmitt, 2014). Centrality deﬁnes
the degree to which a given space serves as a functional center of human social interactions, such
as power and exchange relationships, on a scale from low (remote areas, periphery, low-ranking
actors) to high (sacred sites, cities, market centers, powerful elites) within a given society or across
societies interacting within a world system. In urbanized societies, intense social interactions in
areas of high social centrality – primarily urban centers – produce economies of scale and social
beneﬁts unavailable in less central places (Bettencourt, 2013). The spatial patterning of social
centrality produces socially and culturally-dependent patterns of spatial heterogeneity, such as
dense urban cores, market inﬂuenced development along road networks, and low-intensity land
use in remote areas.
Spatial patterns of SNC are also expressed diﬀerentially within and across landscapes depending
on land suitability, the potential productivity of land in sustaining the subsistence regimes of a
given society. Land suitability varies spatially in relation to terrain (slope), soil quality, and water
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accessibility and also depends on a given societies’ subsistence regimes within a speciﬁc biome
and its patterns of social centrality. For example, desert biomes may have diﬀerent suitability
patterns than rainforests and this may also depend on whether a given society is agricultural or
industrial; societies dependent on rice cultivation ﬁnd wetlands highly suitable for agriculture while
societies dependent on upland crops like wheat and maize may consider wetlands unsuitable –
unless they have the capacity to drain them. Nevertheless, there is a general tendency across
societies for the highest suitability to occur in areas with level terrain and accessible surface water
and these areas tend to be sites of early and persistent human use and settlement (Ellis, 2015).
If we combine the three structuring factors of SNC with biomes, we obtain a general state
expression deﬁning the long-term formation and dynamics of anthroecosystems and their shaping
of anthropogenic landscapes as:
Anthroecosystems ¼ f ðbiome; society; centrality; suitability; time; spaceÞ

(2)

Based on this state function, anthroecology theory holds that the social and ecological patterns
and processes within and across biomes and landscapes can be predicted from the SNC capacities
of a given society and their diﬀerential expression in relation to spatial patterns of social centrality
and land suitability. In other words, the spatial patterns and dynamics of a given landscape within a
given biome inhabited by a given society can be predicted from its patterns of land suitability and
social centrality. Further, just as variations in ecological patterns and processes can be conceptualized as ‘sequences’, as in chronosequences (time), toposequences (terrain), and climosequences
(climate), anthroecology theory uses ‘anthrosequences’ to depict variations in ecological patterns
and processes caused by variations in SNC acting on a given biome over the long term.
In Figure 2, an anthrosequence based on a stylized temperate woodland biome landscape
illustrates predicted variations in anthroecological patterns and processes in four diﬀerent types of
societies in relation to spatial variations in social centrality and land suitability. Though the patterns
from left to right in Figure 2 might be interpreted as changes over time, and settlement and
environmental patterns are drawn to allow this, societal transitions may certainly occur in diﬀerent
orders, for example, hunter gatherer to industrial. Moreover, anthrosequences diﬀer profoundly in
diﬀerent biomes, with similar societies producing very diﬀerent landscapes in grasslands versus
deserts, for example.
As illustrated at right in Figure 2(a), industrial and agrarian societies show highly diﬀerentiated
patterns of land use in relation to social centrality, with urban areas and interconnecting infrastructures
(roads, canals, etc.) with higher centrality clearly distinguished from remote and less connected rural
areas, and their sociocultural transformation of landscapes diﬀers accordingly, both in intensity and
types of ecosystem engineering. Even in mobile hunter gatherer societies (at left in Figure 2(a)), which
generally have low levels of social inequality and therefore limited variance in social centrality, spatial
diﬀerentials in centrality and SNC relating to distribution of populations, power, and exchange relations
can generally be observed in relation to scarce resources such as surface water, tool-making materials,
and fertile hunting grounds and foraging areas (Smith, 2011b); these may also be understood as higher
and lower degrees of social centrality, with more central and concentrated populations enjoying
economies of scale (Hamilton, Milne, Walker, & Brown, 2007).
The anthrosequence in Figure 2 presents basic predictions of anthroecology theory in relation to
the spatial patterning of landscapes by SNC processes, in terms of human populations, land use,
and land cover (Figure 2(a,c)), the distribution of anthromes across regions (Figure 2(b)), and the
long-term ecological consequences of these structuring processes in terms of megafauna populations, net primary production, fuel combustion, and soil fertility across landscapes (Figure 2(c)).
Given these landscape predictions of anthroecology theory, which are generally conﬁrmed by
empirical patterns across the anthropogenic biosphere, the challenge now is to develop the
rigorous theoretical models and experiments that might enable testing the evolutionary mechanisms of SNC theory as the basis for these predictions.
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Figure 2. Anthrosequence in a stylized temperate woodland biome illustrating conceptual relationships among society types
and social centrality and their interactions with land suitability for agriculture and settlements in shaping the spatial patterning
of human populations, land use and land cover, and their ecological consequences. Settlement patterns are drawn to allow
interpretation as a chronosequence of societies from left to right, however, alternate transitions are also likely, for example,
from hunter gatherer to industrial. (a) Anthropogenic transformation of landscapes under diﬀerent sociocultural systems (top)
relative to spatial variations in social centrality (horizontal axis; same for all charts below) and land suitability (vertical axis).
Landscape legend is at far left. (b) Anthrome level patterns across regional landscapes (black box frames landscape in (a)). (c)
Variations in human population densities and relative land-use and land cover areas (white = no human use of any kind;
ornamental land use = parks, yards), relative megafauna populations in terms of biomass (not including humans; native and
domesticated), and relative variations in ecosystem processes, including net primary production, combustion of biomass in situ
(natural ﬁres, unintended anthropogenic ﬁres, and intended ﬁres, e.g. land clearing), ex situ (hearth ﬁres, cooking, heating), and
fossil fuels, and soil fertility in terms of reactive nitrogen and available soil phosphorus. Based on Figure 5 in Ellis (2015).

1.1.3. Agent-based models as virtual labs for sociocultural landscape evolution
Perhaps the most fundamental challenge in developing a mechanistic understanding and testing
of anthroecology theory is that processes of SNC are neither socially nor environmentally deterministic, but rather emerge through individual human and social group decisions and actions within
anthroecosystems produced by culturally inherited social, material, and ecological structures (as in
‘structuration theory’; Giddens, 2013). While individuals may act largely on the basis of culturally
inherited traits, they may also choose among and adopt cultural traits in diﬀerent ways, yielding
substantial variance and unpredictability in individual, group, and societal behavior (Henrich, 2015;
Macy & Willer, 2002; Waring, Kline, et al., 2015).
To understand the social and landscape patterns and dynamics produced by SNC, processes of
individual decision-making must therefore be integrated with evolutionary processes shaping the
culturally, materially, and ecologically inherited conditions upon which anthroecology theory is
based, as illustrated in Figure 3. Further, these processes and their consequences in terms of
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Figure 3. Generalized agent decision-making framework linking Agent Decision Factors with anthroecological Conditions and
Inheritances in generating agent Decisions with diﬀerential emergent Outcomes for individuals, groups, and societies and the
material and ecological patterns and processes of anthroecosystems (Figure 1(a)). Diﬀerential Outcomes result in Selection for
beneﬁcial cultural, material, and ecological Inheritances and against those producing detrimental outcomes. Selected
Inheritances are transmitted as feedbacks inﬂuencing future Conditions. Novelty in cultural, material, and ecological inheritances
(e.g. cultural innovations and borrowings, material culture acquired through trade or warfare, species introductions and
invasions, and territorial expansion) also contributes to Outcomes, as a process of novel characteristic generation analogous to
genetic mutations. Figure adapted from Jain, Naeem, Orlove, Modi, and DeFries (2015) and Waring, Kline, et al. (2015).

landscape patterns and dynamics must be distinguishable as an evolutionary mechanism, with
natural, cultural, and artiﬁcial selection acting on cultural, material, and ecological inheritances,
from alternative models in which human behaviors are either deﬁned by biological traits and
demographics alone (sociobiology; Wilson, 1975) or by unchanging, ‘economically-rational’, ‘Homo
economicus’ decision-making processes (Henrich et al., 2005). Diﬀerentiating among such models
through conventional experimental methods is made nearly impossible by the scale and complexity of anthroecosystems, LSs, CHANS, and SESs (Levin & Clark, 2010; Magliocca, 2015). Thus,
simulation models have become an important tool among a portfolio of methods for researchers
attempting to understand the structure and dynamics of SESs and to build general causal theory
on human–environment interactions (Brown, Verburg, Pontius, & Lange, 2013; National Research
Council [NRC], 2014).
Agent-based models (ABMs), in particular, have been applied to a diverse range of SES, since
human actors have been recognized as primary agents of change shaping the structure and
function of ecosystems and landscapes (Ellis & Ramankutty, 2008; Rounsevell et al., 2014) and
ABMs have the ability to explicitly represent human decision-making processes (An, 2012; NRC,
2014). Many early ABMs were developed in the spirit of ‘generative social science’ (Brown,
Aspinall, & Bennett, 2006; Epstein, 1999), which aimed to engage with and test theory by
reproducing complex, emergent social system-level phenomenon from a few simple, bottomup rules (Janssen & Ostrom, 2006; O’Sullivan et al., 2016). These early models were the ﬁrst
implementations of theory in a simulation environment that could account for the role of agent
heterogeneity in emergent phenomena such as segregation (Schelling, 1971), tit-for-tat strategies in the prisoner’s dilemma (Axelrod, 1986), and civil violence (Epstein, 2002). As the
methodology gained traction, more emphasis was placed on empirically grounding ABMs, and
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a shift occurred toward more realistic models applied to a particular case study (Janssen &
Ostrom, 2006). While the proliferation of case-based ABMs is a sign of a maturing research
method, progress toward the development of general theories of human–environment interactions with current approaches is not evident (NRC, 2014). This has recently led some to ask: can
ABMs contribute to the ultimate goal of building coherent theory about the structure, dynamics,
and sustainability of SESs (O’Sullivan et al., 2016)?
Here we describe a virtual laboratory approach for moving LSS toward the ‘generative social
science’ mode of inquiry in an eﬀort to develop and test a general theory on human–environment
interactions. We describe the use of a generalized ABM framework to model emergent anthroecological patterns and processes produced by human individuals, groups, and societies interacting with each other in transforming ecology across landscapes and regions, and responding to and
learning from these changes across human generational time (Hedström & Ylikoski, 2010; Macy &
Willer, 2002; Magliocca & Ellis, 2013; Magliocca, Brown, & Ellis, 2013, 2014; Turchin, Currie, Turner, &
Gavrilets, 2013). The ABM description and speciﬁcation follows a partial Overview, Design Concepts,
and Details (ODD) protocol that includes human decision-making (ODD+D; Grimm et al., 2010;
Müller et al., 2013).

2. The virtual lab approach to understanding long-term landscape change
2.1. Purpose
The overall purpose of the ABVL approach is to explain the emergence, dynamics, and spatial patterning
of anthropogenic landscapes (anthroecological change) from ﬁrst principles of agent objective-seeking
behavior in response to changing cultural, material, and ecological conditions according to SNC theory.
This preliminary ABVL speciﬁcation represents a generalized model framework that enables systematic
generation and testing of hypotheses of the extent to which culturally inherited human sociocultural
processes were/are important for reshaping natural landscapes and producing the patterns and
dynamics of anthropogenic landscapes, such as the anthrosequences in Figure 2. The application of
this framework entails virtual experiments that correspond in methodology with real experiments. Virtual
experiments are designed in such a way that a suite of generalized sociocultural evolutionary mechanisms at agent and group levels that are hypothesized to be important are systematically introduced and
compared against empirical observations and null model outcomes. Upon observing the results of the
initial model speciﬁcation, an iterative modeling process ensues in which alternative hypotheses are
devised, the model speciﬁcation altered in a controlled and reproducible way, and simulations are
conducted to test the new model speciﬁcation and hypotheses (i.e. ‘strong inference; Platt, 1964). The
ultimate goal of such an approach is not to predict land-use changes or landscape evolution in any
particular location. Rather, the ABVL approach is useful for formalizing assumptions and testing the logic
of proposed mechanisms of SNC by producing both qualitative and quantitative hypotheses comparable
against data (Turchin et al., 2013) and identifying relative diﬀerences in socioculturally driven landscape
transformation processes under diﬀerent social and environmental conditions.
To operationalize the ABVL approach, the speciﬁcation of system processes and agent attributes
must necessarily be generalized and grounded in theory to be broadly applicable, but also suﬃciently
empirically grounded to conduct model evaluation against real data and evaluate whether additional
explanatory power is gained through introducing new mechanisms. A major challenge for developing
the ABVL approach, then, is to ﬁnd the proper balance between the number and types of interactions
represented and the generality of their representation (Magliocca et al., 2014).

2.2. Entities, state variables, and scale
Entities in the ABVL consist of agents (Table 1), resources and spatially explicit patches of land
(Table 2). Although social groups exist, decisions are not made at the group level, rather agent

Social connectedness

Aspiration traits

Reputation
Conformity traits

Predictive success
Group identiﬁers
Cooperation traits

Livelihood risk preference

Subsistence demand

Non-land-based livelihood
activities
Labor supply

Food stock
Land-use practices

Income stock

Attribute
Age
Mortality probability
Location
Ownership
Household size

Description
Time steps that household is in simulation
Probability of agent removal after 20 time steps, increases slowly (e.g. 1%) each successive time step
Patch(es) of land occupied by agent
Patch(es) of land owned by agent. Can be diﬀerent than land occupied
An agent represents an abstracted household consisting of two adults and two children, and children provide
and require half as much labor and food, respectively, as adults
Cumulative monetary and/or in-kind income resulting from land-use practices and/or non-land-based
livelihood activities less expenditures. Can be vertically inherited from ‘parent’ agents, and may include
material inheritances, such as buildings, tools, or precious metals
Food resources from annual production and/or purchases net of storage losses
Socially-learned subsistence strategies for land use (foraging, controlled ﬁre, propagation, cultivation, grazing) and
their intensity (rates of harvest/cultivation/stocking and use of external inputs). May vary spatially with land
suitability and land tenure relations
Income-generating activities that are not natural resource based. Production of handicrafts in agrarian societies,
wage labor in commercial settings
Total available labor, expressed in person-weeks. Calculated by multiplying a year’s worth of labor net of
required ‘home’ time (e.g. leisure, home maintenance, home textiles, etc.) by the agent’s household size
Minimum subsistence (calories and protein required for household and livestock consumption) and income
requirements (equal annual external input costs plus the cost of a year’s worth of food should land-use
production fail) multiplied by the household size
Preference for engaging in subsistence- (low risk) versus exchange-oriented (high-risk) livelihood activities.
Expressed as 0 (risk adverse) to 1 (risk seeking) weighting drawn from random distribution
Cumulative prediction error of agent payoﬀ expectations (see Predictions below)
Social group aﬃliation is inherited but modiﬁable by cooperation trait and/or level of income stock
Traits governing agent’s likelihood of exchanging food and/or income within social group: share with no one,
conditional cooperators, or always cooperate. Inherited from parent agent but modiﬁable through learning from
agent interactions (see cooperation submodel)
Cumulative history of agent cooperation or defection in resource exchange
Inherited traits governing agent’s response to social norm formation building-block process and norm of
aﬃliated social group: innovator (ignore social norm), adopter (conformity only after threshold of member
group conforms and/or threat of punishment for not conforming), conformer (instant group conformity)
Inherited traits but subject to group aﬃliation. Subjective standards of material well-being speciﬁed by
aspiration formation building-block process and dependent on livelihood risk preference, social norms, and
group aﬃliation. Minimum aspiration levels are equal to subsistence needs
Agent’s position and number of links in social network speciﬁed by social network inﬂuences building-block
process

Table 1. Description of the agent attributes.

Manson et al. (2016)

Scoones (2009)

Van Vugt, Roberts, and Hardy (2007)
Berger (2001); Mesoudi et al. (2006)

Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014); Netting
(1993)
Arthur (1994); Arthur, Durlauf, and Lane (1997)
Waring, Goﬀ, et al. (2015)
Ostrom (2000); Waring, Kline, et al. (2015)

Evans et al. (2001); Macmillan and Huang
(2008)
Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014); Penning De
Vries, Rabbinge, and Groot (1997)

Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014)

NA
Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014)

NA

Source
NA
NA
NA
NA
Evans et al. (2001)
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Table 2. Description of resource and land patch attributes.
Resource attribute
Ecological inheritances

Material inheritances

Land patch attribute
Land use

Soil type constraint
Slope constraint

Climate constraint

Harvestable yields

Degradation rate

Regeneration rate

Access to markets

Access to water

Description
Accessible stocks of usable plant and animal
wild foods and other biotic resources,
cultivars, and/or livestock units adapted to
local biophysical conditions. Inherited from
natural ecosystem (biome) and within and
across social groups and other societies (by
exchange). May vary spatially with land
suitability
Accessible stocks of usable abiotic and
artiﬁcial resources including precious
minerals, tools and other artifacts, and
engineered landscape infrastructure such
as buildings, roads, and irrigation systems.
May vary spatially, and may modify
resource access and quality
Description
Functional land use characterized by yield of
best available subsistence regime in
relation to society and agent (e.g. useful
wild or domesticated plants and animals,
agricultural technology, and intensity of
land management)
Reduction in potential yield due to soil type.
May vary spatially
Reduction in potential yield due to
limitations on soil quality and utilizable
subsistence strategy due to slope (e.g.
tillage). May vary spatially
Reduction in potential yield due to
precipitation and growing days (includes
temperature and pest factors) limitations.
May vary spatially
Average annual yields of wild foods, cultivars,
livestock for most productive subsistence
regime available to agents, reported in
kcal/ha equivalents. Varies spatially
dependent on suitability constraints and
land-use practices
Rate of annual yield decline after repeated
ﬂora and fauna harvest, cultivation, and/or
grazing without external fertility inputs
(i.e. ‘extensive’ agriculture). Degradation is
zero and/or reversed by external fertilizer
inputs and other intensive land-use
practices
Rate of potential yield rebound during
periods of fallow, varies with constraints
and prior land-use practice, including
burning, tillage intensity, cultivar type
Represented as travel time (as additional
labor costs) to places of exchange, which
are modiﬁed by infrastructure that can be
materially inherited from previous
generations and/or introduced through
coordinated group or societal eﬀorts
Represented as higher or lower labor or
capital investments required to obtain
water suﬃcient for drinking and/or to
produce a potential agricultural yield

Source
Klein Goldewijk and Ramankutty (2004);
Monfreda, Ramankutty, and Foley
(2008)

Experimental condition; Magliocca (2015);
Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014); Smith
(2011a)

Source
Experimental condition; Magliocca (2015);
Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014)

For example, Global Agro-Ecological
Zones (GAEZ, 2011a)
For example, GAEZ (2011a)

For example, Global Agro-Ecological
Zones (GAEZ, 2011b)
Monfreda et al. (2008); Klein Goldewijk
and Ramankutty (2004)

Siebert and Döll (2010); Tiessen et al.
(1992)

Tian, Kang, Kolawole, Idinoba, and Salako
(2005); Tiessen et al. (1992); Tyson,
Roberts, Clement, and Garwood (1990)
Derived following Verburg et al. (2011)

Experimental condition; Magliocca (2015);
Magliocca et al. (2013, 2014)
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decision-making may be contingent on group aﬃliation, and as a single agent might belong to
multiple groups, making decisions according to social group context.

2.2.1. Agents
Agents are autonomous decision-making entities with the potential to accumulate cultural,
material, and ecological inheritances, reproduce or not, and form social groups based on
group aﬃliation. An agent is deﬁned as a reproductive and immediate kin unit. In reality, the
actual form of this unit can diﬀer substantially in their individual makeup among huntergatherer, agrarian, pastoral, and industrial societies (Dyble et al., 2015; Ellis, 1993; Netting,
1993). But for generality, we conceptualize an agent as consisting of two adults and two
children, and children provide and require half as much labor and food, respectively, as adults
(Evans, Manire, de Castro, Brondizio, & McCracken, 2001). This conceptualization is consistent
with empirical work that found regular hierarchical structuring of human group sizes, regardless
of society type, of which 3–5 individuals was found to be the mean smallest stable size (i.e. the
‘support’ clique; Zhou, Sornette, Hill, & Dunbar, 2005). Functionally, this aligns with ‘households’
in agrarian and industrial societies (Ellis, 1993; Netting, 1993). For hunter-gatherer societies, this
represents an organizational unit in which kinship, reproductive, and resource allocation interactions are suﬃciently homogeneous to be treated as a single decision-making unit for modifying the landscape. Thus, agents will be referred to as households, regardless of society type,
from this point forward for generality. Although agents can form social groups, social groups in
themselves do not have agency. Rather, social groups inﬂuence the decisions of agents through
social norms. Thus, the collective ‘behavior’ of a social group is determined by adherence (or
not) of its constituent agents to group norms, as opposed to the social group having any
independent decision-making ability.

2.2.2. Environment
Environment is represented as the combination of ecological and material inheritances that
condition the availability of resources on which livelihoods depend. Two types of environmental
entities are represented: resources (which may or not vary spatially) and land patches (connected
with agents as usable territory or land tenure rights). Descriptions of each of these are provided in
Table 2. Land patch attributes vary across the landscape and directly inﬂuence the land management decisions of the occupying agent or agents. To maintain generality and applicability across a
diversity of environmental settings, land uses are deﬁned by functional group, rather than cropmanagement combinations (e.g. foraging, shifting cultivation, upland vs. irrigated paddy rice), and
vary in their potential productivity, degradation/regeneration rates, and labor costs. Land suitability
for use is determined by the combination of slope, soil, and climate constraints, which limit the
ultimate potential yield of any harvested output or crop or livestock production system. Yields are
endogenously determined subject to environmental constraints on agricultural productivity
(including stochasticity) and agents’ land-use actions. Resources consist of the productive resources
(e.g. wild food sources, cultivars, or livestock) known to agents in a society (ecological inheritance)
and any heritable material alterations (e.g. pollution), engineered landscape structures (e.g. settlements and roads), or technologies (e.g. tools) that modify resource access and/or quality (i.e.
material inheritance).
Biophysical processes of primary production, secondary production (e.g. game, livestock), land
degradation, regeneration, and succession are represented using a simpliﬁed set of rules (see
Magliocca et al., 2013 for an example applied to agrarian societies). These assumptions allow the
generalization of land uses by management intensity, while still allowing for the possibility that
management practices lead to ineﬃcient yields even with the best cultivars. Access to water can be
represented as higher or lower labor or capital investments required to obtain water suﬃcient to
produce a potential agricultural yield (Magliocca et al., 2014). Access to markets, or more generally
opportunities for exchange, are modiﬁed by infrastructure, which can be materially inherited from
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previous generations and/or introduced through coordinated group eﬀorts as landesque capital
(Håkansson & Widgren, 2014; Sen, 1959).

2.2.3. Spatial and temporal scales
Landscapes are represented with cellular grids (e.g. Magliocca et al., 2014 used 1 ha cells). The
extent of the simulated landscape can vary depending on the scale of the human society or
societies in a speciﬁc experimental design, from those of hunter-gather territories to agricultural
villages, or large regions. All agent attributes, learning, and environmental conditions are updated
at annual time steps.

2.3. Process overview and scheduling
The following provides a simpliﬁed version of the process overview and scheduling. For more detail
regarding each process or agent attribute involved (italics), please see the Submodels section
below. At initialization, agents and environmental conditions are set up. The following sequence
of simulated processes repeat every time step.
● Environment: Update ecological state of land patches based on time in use of the current

land use subject to degradation/regeneration rates.
● Learning and prediction: Formation of payoﬀ expectations (e.g. price, yield, social value) for

●
●

●
●

●
●

all land use and livelihood activities based on agent’s past experience and/or observations
from their social network.
Social norms: Update available subsistence strategy options, including cooperation strategies
(see social norm formation).
Labor allocation: Based on current levels of food and income stocks relative to aspirations
(subject to aspiration traits), labor is allocated among land- and non-land-based livelihood
activities subject to income expectations, risk perceptions, and/or social group inﬂuences
(subject to conformity traits). If applicable, labor is allocated to the construction of productive
infrastructures (e.g. irrigation systems).
Production: Food and income payoﬀs are realized from land uses and non-land-based
livelihood activities.
Resource sharing: Depending on agent’s cooperation and conformity traits, contribute/
exchange portions of resources to other group members, update agent’s reputation (see
social norms formation and cooperation).
Competition: If subsistence needs or aspirations are not met, agents expand land holdings
(see land allocation and competition).
Reproduction: If resources and agent age are suﬃcient, agent reproduces (see Reproduction)
and passes along heritable traits, including cultural traits for norms and subsistence strategies
(land-use practices and non-land-based livelihood activities).

2.4. Design concepts
2.4.1. Theoretical background for agent decision model
This ABVL framework synthesizes multiple theoretical frameworks to inform the scoping, conceptualization, and implementation of the ABM. The overarching theoretical framework is SNC,
which builds upon foundations of induced intensiﬁcation theory (e.g. Boserup, 1965; Turner &
Ali, 1996), smallholder livelihood strategies, (de Janvry, Fafchamps, & Sadoulet, 1991; Ellis, 1993;
Netting, 1993; Scoones, 2009), and cultural evolution (e.g. Henrich, 2015; Mesoudi et al., 2006;
Waring, Kline, et al., 2015). In particular, the concept of livelihood strategies provides mechanistic depth to ‘subsistence regimes’ as a general framework for modeling land-use decisions
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and their individual, group, and societal outcomes in response to changing social and/or
environmental selection pressures. According to Ellis (1993), a livelihood strategy is a set of
activities for generating income, both cash and in kind, subject to social institutions (e.g. group,
village, society) and access rights upon which livelihood activities depend to support and
sustain a given standard of living. Livelihood strategies can consist of a mix of natural
resource-based production activities, or simply land use, and non-production activities (e.g.
employment for income or in-kind wages). Even if natural resource exploitation is of prime
interest, one must consider land use and non-production activities jointly because of the
inseparability of individual or household time (i.e. labor) and resources (de Janvry et al.,
1991). Non-production activities inﬂuence and are inﬂuenced by the amount of labor allocated
to and economic returns of land use. Livelihoods also depend on natural resources and their
dynamics over time (e.g. De Sherbinin et al., 2008; Folke, Colding, & Berkes, 2003) linking the
adaptive ﬁtness returns of subsistence regimes with ecological processes, as ecological inheritances. Therefore, a general model of anthroecological landscape change necessarily considers
land-use and non-production decisions of agents to be socially, culturally, economically, and
ecologically coupled with the dynamics of ecosystem structure and function across landscapes
and regions.

2.4.2. Agent objectives
Each agent is initiated with an objective function with particular aspirations (e.g. mix of subsistence-focused vs. proﬁt-maximizing vs. prestige building) and risk tolerance levels (e.g. for perceived risk of adopting new technologies), which are heterogeneous ‘traits’ across the agent
population. These traits are randomly assigned for the ﬁrst agent generation, and inheritable and
subject to random variation across agent generations (i.e. genetic drift). Agents balance two related
livelihood objectives: (1) minimize risk and labor in land use to meet subsistence food requirements; and (2) minimize risk in and maximize return from income-generating and social activities to
meet or exceed income and social aspirations and meet food requirements through exchange.
Each agent allocates labor to a mix of production and non-production activities to meet those
objectives, and the speciﬁc mix depends on the set of livelihood options available to them and
their individual attributes. Access to land-use and non-land-based livelihood options, or livelihood
choice set, is determined by each agents’ endowments of natural capital (e.g. land suitability) and
non-natural capital (e.g. cultural and material inheritances, economic resources, social status) (Ellis,
1993; Netting, 1993). Each agent attempts to meet their livelihood and social objectives by
optimizing across their livelihood choice set subject to individual aspirations and perceptions of
risk in income-generating activities, social norms, and expectations for future environmental
conditions and income from production and non-production sources. Based on available labor
allocated to production activities, an agent decides the optimum land use and intensity of
management for each land unit an agent manages based on expected payoﬀ (agricultural yield
and proﬁt subject to risk perceptions), physical input requirements, and labor costs. This optimization process is adaptive because agents learn the real payoﬀs from each option in their choice set
over time, and can shift between diﬀerent land use options and/or to non-production livelihood
activities if selective pressures emerge, such as declining productivity or socially transmitted
alternative strategies.

2.4.3. Learning and prediction
Agents have a set of prediction models for forming expectations of future returns on harvestable
yields (both wild and domesticated) and/or crop and livestock prices that they update each period
as new information becomes available. Agents form expectations by detecting trends in past
observations and extrapolating those trends one period into the future. The performance (i.e.
error) of each model is tracked every period, and the agent acts on the prediction of the currently
most successful model (i.e. the ‘active’ model). In the next period, actual yields and prices are
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realized and model performances are updated. An example implementation of this ‘backwardlooking’ expectation formation algorithm can be found in the supplemental material for Magliocca
et al. (2013) available online. Agents are therefore able to learn which models best predict yield and
price trends, and can adaptively switch to following the predictions of a previously ‘dormant’
model if it outperforms the current ‘active’ model when conditions change. Agents also evaluate
the success of inherited behaviors (e.g. cooperation trait) via reinforcement learning (e.g. Roth &
Erev, 1995). For example, agents with the ‘conditional cooperator’ trait (see Table 1 and cooperation
submodel) can adaptively reduce the amount of resources exchanged with group members if past
exchanges were not reciprocated.

2.5. Implementation details
2.5.1. Building-block approach
In order to operationalize sociocultural evolution and multilevel cultural selection in our ABVL
approach, we introduce the concept of building-block processes (Cottineau, Chapron, & Reuillon,
2015; Magliocca, 2015; O’Sullivan & Perry, 2013). Each trait can be represented as a ‘building-block’
of a society type, with diﬀerent variations of a given trait represented as ‘levels’ (Table 3). The ways
in which various levels of multiple traits interact to produce a coherent culture are ‘building-block
processes’. The goal of this model architecture is to ﬁnd the most parsimonious conﬁguration of
building-block processes needed to explain observed anthroecological patterns as the emergent
result of agent-agent and agent-environment interactions, diﬀerent mixes of individual and group
traits, and variations in social and environmental selection pressures.
Building-block process Levels are organized hierarchically such that each successive Level builds
on the previous. Further, moving from Level 1 to 4 is associated with linearly increasing model
complicatedness, but a nonlinear relationship with complexity of the system being modeled. This
distinction implies meaning diﬀerent than the everyday usage of these terms (Sun et al., in press),
and reﬂects diﬀerences in the eﬀects of building-block process Levels on model structure versus
model behavior. Model complicatedness is deﬁned as the number of state dependencies that aﬀect
agent behavior and interactions, and is measured by the number of parameter inputs needed to
operationalize a given building-block process Level. For example, agent-level proﬁt-maximization
requires fewer agent and environment state variables than a satisﬁcing model, which additionally
requires an agent’s risk preferences and/or the state of other agents if subjective aspirations are
involved. At the group level, agent-to-agent cooperation requires additional agent traits and
knowledge of other agents’ actions, both of which functionally increase the behavioral options
of agents, but might also constrain their behavior when interacting with other agents beyond
simple competitive interactions.
Model complexity is deﬁned by the richness of model behavior at the system level. Complex
behavior is the result of interconnected and non-reducible relationships between system components, often producing feedbacks and emergent states resulting from bottom-up interactions (Sun
et al., in press). Thus, model complexity depends on the type and scope of interactions represented
at each Level. In contrast to model complicatedness, model complexity is highest at mid-Level
building-block processes and decreases at the highest and lowest Levels. This is because at the
lowest Level, agents’ behavioral options are limited due to relatively fewer agent-agent and agentenvironment interactions. At the highest Level, group-level processes place additional constraints
on agent interactions (e.g. conformity and defector punishment in social norm formation), thus
reducing the range of possible model outcomes.

2.5.2. Building-block processes
We deﬁne aspirations as the level of social prestige, material well-being, wealth, or utility an agent
attempts to achieve. Level 1 individual aspiration levels are deﬁned as the maximum income that
can be generated by the proﬁt-maximizing mix of production and non-production livelihood

Aspiration formation

Objective

1 Proﬁt-max

Random with land suitability

Level 1 + competitive expansion

Dynamic, subjective

2 Level 1 + satisﬁcing

Level 3 + social norm regulated

Land allocation

Level 2 + market exchange

Level 3 + salience bias

Risk perception

Group
Social networks inﬂuences

Level 3 + centrality-based edge
creation
Level 2 + conditional cooperation + adoption Level 2 + aspatial random
rate dependent
Level 1 + unconditional cooperation within
Link creation among immediate
social network
neighbors
None
None

Social norm formation
Level 3 + conformity + defector punishment

Building-block processes

3 Level 2 + social network inﬂuences Level 2 + loss aversion

Level 4 Level 3 + social norm regulated

Trait

Individual

Table 3. Example individual and group traits that interact according to varying levels of ‘building-block processes’. Process representation ranges from simple and generic (Level 1) to complicated
and context dependent (Level 4).
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choices. At minimum, aspiration levels equal subsistence needs. Level 2 introduces a basic satisﬁcing model in which a speciﬁc level of attainment (e.g. subsistence needs) is achieved at minimum
cost. This takes into account empirical evidence that aspirations may be subjective due to
individual risk aversion of investing additional time and/or labor into livelihood activities (Ellis,
1993; Netting, 1993). Level 3 includes inﬂuences from social networks such that individual aspirations become tied to perceptions of wealth relative to other social group members (Bert et al.,
2011; De Sherbinin et al., 2008; Key & Roberts, 2009). Further constraints may be placed on
aspirations at Level 4 based on socio-economic stratiﬁcation (Level 4; Dorward et al., 2009). At
any level, individual agent traits and/or social inﬂuences may be such that aspirations align with
proﬁt-maximization, but higher building-block levels allow for more factors to intercede and cause
aspirations to diverge from purely proﬁt-maximizing levels.
Risk perception inﬂuences individual agents’ expectations of potential returns and losses from
livelihood activities, such as engaging in a speciﬁc land use, allocating labor to non-production
purposes, or experimenting with a new technology. At Level 1, a full information and perfect
rationality model is assumed, in which case expected probability of a risky event (e.g. stochastic
rain reduction or price volatility) is equal to its objective probability. Level 2 introduces a dynamic
risk perception in which expected probability is updated with new information from the agent’s
experiences (i.e. incomplete risk information) and can diverge from objective probabilities (e.g.
Gallagher, 2014). Level 3 implements various cognitive biases toward loss aversion and the status
quo, for example, as described by Prospect Theory (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991; Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979). Level 4 extends the cognitive bias to risk-seeking behavior using Salience Theory
(Bordalo, Gennaioli, & Shleifer, 2010).
Land allocation processes are the means through which non-uniform distributions of territorial
claims or land holdings occur. At Level 1, no social process for land allocation is assumed, and the
size and quality of land holdings are randomly drawn from a distribution. Level 2 is the expansion
of land holdings via non-market acquisition through direct competition for land patches (see
Competition). Contests for occupied land patches are settled by comparative advantage, such as
implemented in the generalized land change model CRAFTY (Murray-Rust et al., 2014). Presence
and functioning of land markets are represented at Level 3 (e.g. Filatova, Parker, & Van Der Veen,
2009; Magliocca, Saﬁrova, McConnell, & Walls, 2011; Parker & Filatova, 2008). Level 4 represents
more complex land tenure rules, power imbalances, or other social institutions which may alter
land allocation process beyond what would be predicted by individual competitiveness and free
market exchange (Herrero et al., 2014).
Social norms are patterns of individual behaviors that are repeated by many individuals and
reinforced by group selection (Axelrod, 1986). Two types of social norms are represented here
that inﬂuence use of and access to natural resources, respectively: adoption of new land-use
practices and cooperative behavior. The former can be modeled with the same mechanisms in
established innovation diﬀusion models (e.g. Berger, 2001) in which innovative practices are ﬁrst
adopted by a small minority, followed by the ‘mainstream’ majority, and lastly by the reticent
‘laggards’ in a population. Cooperative behaviors are modeled as the frequency with which
agents share resources and their reputation for doing so (see Cooperation), and is the prime
mechanism for social group formation (see Social groups). The null model at Level 1 assumes
that no social norms exist and all agents are ‘innovators’ (i.e. ‘rational egoists’; Ostrom, 2000)
that behave only in short-term self-interest. Social interactions consist only of competitive
interactions. At Level 2, ‘conformist’ agents are added to the agent population, and norms
form through agents simply mimicking the most successful livelihood strategies they observe
within their social network (if present). Social interactions are characterized by unconditional
cooperation within social networks (if present), and norms form through agents simply mimicking the most successful livelihood strategies they observe within their social network. Level 3
allows for all types of conformity traits with ‘adopters’ inﬂuenced by group adoption thresholds,
via the ‘bandwagon eﬀect’ (Secchi & Gullekson, 2016), or by comparing individual production
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eﬃciency relative to new land management practices (see Conformity). Level 3 also introduces a
collective action dynamic. Group formation becomes a possibility through social interactions of
conditional cooperation (Ostrom, 2000), although the stability of groups depends on the
proportion of cooperative relative to defector agents in the population. Level 4 introduces a
mechanism by which groups or select members of groups (e.g. ‘elites’) can actively punish or
otherwise reinforce social norms of cooperation and access to natural resources (e.g. Axelrod,
1986; Epstein, 2001; Janssen, Manning, & Udiani, 2013).
Social network interactions are often important for explaining adoption and diﬀusion dynamics
of new land management practices (Manson, Jordan, Nelson, & Brummel, 2016), social norms of
land management (Evans, Phanvilay, Fox, & Vogler, 2011), and subjective aspiration levels (Bert
et al., 2011). Level 1 assumes that livelihood and land management strategies are not inﬂuenced by
social networks, which could reﬂect low population densities or the overwhelming inﬂuence of
environmental constraints and/or market forces over social interactions. Levels 2 and 3 consider the
inﬂuences of non-spatial and spatial social interactions, respectively. At Level 4, new linkages (i.e.
edges) in social networks can be formed with a probability related to node centrality and/or
connectedness, consistent with the notion of social centrality in anthroecological theory
(Equations (1) and (2) and Figure 2).

2.5.3. Submodels
Submodels are not experimentally manipulated like building-block processes, but rather act as the
templates through which speciﬁc mechanisms introduced by diﬀerent building-block process
levels operate.

2.5.3.1. Reproduction. New household agents use land patches according to land management
strategy. If average annual production exceeds current subsistence demands, the agent reproduces
to create a ‘child’ household of the same size (two adults, two children). ‘Parent’ agents reproduce
at the end of the second decade (if resources are adequate) and are removed with increasing
probability moving forward through simulated time. Remaining agents can continue to reproduce
every subsequent decade if production levels are suﬃciently high. ‘Child’ agents inherit the
individual traits and social group aﬃliations of the ‘parent’ agents via direct replication, but with
a low probability of variation in traits due to random mutation and/or cross-over using a genetic
algorithm (e.g. Waring, Goﬀ, & Smaldino, 2015).
2.5.3.2. Conformity. The likelihood that an agent will adopt a new land-use innovation is
governed by the agent’s conformity trait and the active setting of the social norm formation
building-block process. Three types of conformity behavior are speciﬁed by the conformity trait:
innovator, adopter, and conformist. Agents are aligned along a spectrum of conformity. At one end
are ‘innovators’, which are more likely to experiment with new land management strategies and
are less inﬂuenced by social norms. On the other end of the spectrum are ‘conformers’, which rarely
experiment and conform to the social norm of land management practices. ‘Adopters’ will only
adopt a new land management practice if the perceived marginal return on production of the new
land management practice exceeds that of their current practice, subjective to individual risk
preference, or a majority of other group members have adopted the new land management
practice and there is no punishment for departing from social norms. These behavioral traits are
consistent with established dynamics of innovation diﬀusion (e.g. Berger, 2001), and also account
for dynamics of social norm formation and norm-using behaviors (e.g. Ostrom, 2000).

2.5.3.3. Cooperation. Agents can cooperate to share food and/or income resources within social
groups and defend group members against competing agents from other social groups.
Cooperation is modeled based on the concept of conditional cooperation (Ostrom, 2000) in
which individuals will contribute resources to the public good when they expect others to
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contribute and continue to contribute when other reciprocate (Janssen et al., 2013). Accepting
resources from group members during times of scarcity due to environmental or market volatility is
a way to smooth consumption (de Janvry et al., 1991), and is a means for long-term risk aversion
for cooperators with the expectation for reciprocal sharing in the future. Individual agent cooperative behavior depends on the cooperation trait and the active setting of the social norm formation
building-block process. At Levels 1, no agents cooperate (‘share with no one’ trait) and only
individual selection and competition occurs (i.e. ‘survival of the ﬁttest’). At Level 2, unconditional
cooperators (‘always share’ trait) are introduced into the agent population. Agent interactions
resemble the onetime prisoner’s dilemma game, because unconditional cooperators do not
penalize defectors or change strategies. Emergence of cooperation depends on the relative
proportion of cooperators and defectors in the agent population. Level 3 introduces conditional
cooperators into the agent population. Conditional cooperation can occur within social groups
subject to each agent’s ‘reputation’, or past history of resource sharing. Agents observed to
withhold resources in the past (i.e. defectors) may be excluded from resource sharing in the future
based on low reputation. Level 4 introduces punishment of defectors by exacting a tax of
resources, for example, which reinforces resource sharing and social norm following (see ‘adopters’
in Conformity).

2.5.3.4. Social groups. Groups formed by social interactions through social networks. Investment
in social time is costly, as it reduces available time for other livelihood activities, and thus is
allocated across diﬀerent types of relationships that balance the costs of maintaining the relationship relative to the beneﬁts gained from the relationship (Sutcliﬀe, Dunbar, & Wang, 2016). Groups
emerge from interactions among individual agents with similar social characteristics, such as
reputation for and degree of cooperation (i.e. resource sharing). Agents will tend to sort into
groups with similar levels of resource sharing and tolerance for non-reciprocators (Ostrom, 2000).
Within groups, member agents share or transmit social norms and reference points for subjective
aspirations. Most importantly, groups regulate individual access to natural resources. Adherence to
group norms of cooperation reaps the beneﬁts of resource sharing, but divergence from cooperative norms can result in punishment and loss of group aﬃliation. Such defector punishment can
maintain stable groups (Sutcliﬀe et al., 2016) and/or reinforce social structures of cooperation and
access to natural resources (Sasaki et al., 2016).
2.5.3.5. Competition. Competition occurs when an agent attempts to expand beyond their
current territorial claims or land area managed and/or owned. Two states can lead to expansion.
If subsistence needs or aspirations are not met, agents attempt to expand territory/managed land
area. If both conditions are satisﬁed, no expansion of territory/managed land area occurs.
Expansion due to insuﬃcient productivity is characteristic of low-intensity resource extraction
societies (e.g. hunter-gatherer). Expansion due to unmet aspirations (i.e. for greater production)
is characteristic of agrarian and industrial societies. The mechanism of expansion (e.g. forcible
takeover, market acquisition, or top-down allocation) depends on the level of the land allocation
building-block process. Preference for expansion is given to nearest vacant land patch, because
removal of other agents is costly. If no vacant patches are available, then the nearest land patch
occupied by an agent or agents of another social group and/or economic class is targeted. At level
1 of the land allocation building-block process, no competitive expansion occurs. Level 2 introduces
bilateral competition for land patches. When an agent attempts to expand into an occupied land
patch, the outcome is decided by comparing the average production level of the expanding versus
resident. The production level of the resident agent depends on their average production level and
cooperative status in their social group (social norm formation building-block process). If the agent
has a reputation for previous cooperation, the average production level per capita of the social
group is compared against the expanding agent’s. In this way, the potential beneﬁts of cooperation
by sharing of resources are realized through potentially higher average production over time than
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any individual’s average production level. If the agent has a reputation for defection, social group
support in defending their land patch is not available, and the agent’s average production level is
compared instead to the expanding agent’s. The agent with higher average productivity occupies
the land patch.
At Level 3, market exchange of land patches is introduced. In this setting, multiple agents can
be competing for the same vacant land patch, and the highest bidder is awarded the land patch
(e.g. Filatova et al., 2009; Magliocca et al., 2011; Parker & Filatova, 2008). If the land patch is
occupied, the resident agent makes the decision to sell the land patch before ownership changes
(i.e. no forced removal). The mechanism for land allocation represents the exercising of a competitive advantage (i.e. greater ﬁnancial resources) without violence. Finally, Level 4 introduces land
allocation mechanisms mediated by social structure. This includes market exchange, but with the
explicit representation of power imbalances between buyers and sellers. The buyer or seller may
have unequal inﬂuence on the exchange process, either through asymmetries in information or
access (e.g. zoning laws that favor housing developers) (e.g. Magliocca, McConnell, Walls, &
Saﬁrova, 2012), or institutionalized control over the exchange mechanism (e.g. state-owned land,
exercise of imminent domain).

2.5.3.6. Selection. Both individual- and group-level selection (Waring, Kline, et al., 2015) occurs
within this modeling framework. Selection pressures originate from interactions between agent
land management practices, social dynamics, and the environment. Agricultural practices that are
consistent with land suitability constraints, such that levels of food and/or income-generating
production are suﬃcient to meet subsistence needs and aspirations over the long term, provide
an individual advantage in bilateral competition for land and contribute to elevating average social
group productivity (i.e. ﬁtness). Group-level traits, such as cooperation and social norms for
adopting the best available land management practices, help reinforce successful strategies and
improve the average ﬁtness of individual group members during times of resource scarcity and/or
competition from other social groups. Successful traits are propagated via vertical inheritance
between ‘parent’ and ‘child’ households and horizontal transmission via social learning and
group norms. Less eﬃcient or unsustainable land management strategies are reproduced with
low frequency or not at all. Thus, environmental and social forces select for land management
strategies that optimize cultural and ecological inheritance over time.

3. Operationalization of the ABVL approach
Selecting which building blocks to include and at what levels of complexity to specify is challenging and an area of ongoing research. Here, we put forward a set of guiding questions for selecting
building-block processes and their speciﬁcation:
(1) What exogenous and endogenous selective pressures are acting on the evolution of landuse strategies (e.g. environmental constraints, agents’ objective functions)? At what level are
these selective pressures operating – individual, group, or society? What trajectories of
sociocultural and landscape change are associated with these selective pressures?
(2) Which sociocultural traits for resource exploitation and the processes through which they
interact with other traits are most salient for a given context and across contexts? Do these
act additively or synergistically? Can a parsimonious set be deﬁned? This will determine the
levels of sophistication at which building blocks are speciﬁed and combinations in which
they are implemented.
(3) Which environmental factors and processes contribute to human ecological inheritance?
What are their characteristic rates of change and spatial boundaries and scale? The suite of
environmental processes and their dynamics inﬂuence the nature of feedbacks from
resource exploitation strategies and may favor or discourage cooperation, sensu the role
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of resource system and unit characteristics in Ostrom’s framework for common pool
resource governance (e.g. Ostrom, 2007).
(4) Over what timescales do selective pressures operate? Depending on the dynamics of
selective pressures, demographic changes may be more or less important relative to social
learning in propagating successful traits.
Operationalizing this approach requires integration of a diversity of disciplinary perspectives to
ensure building-block process selection and representation are grounded in theory, and when
multiple theoretical explanations exist, leveraging this situation to compare candidate building
blocks across a wide range of conditions.

4. Virtual lab implementation
Implementing the ABVL approach requires combined model parameterization, evaluation, and
selection as part of an iterative modeling cycle (Figure 4). First, an evaluation technique must be
deﬁned to assess whether model parameterization and calibration are accurate. An evaluation
technique is required that leads to not only outcome accuracy but also structural accuracy to
reduce the chances of ecological fallacy in simulation-based explanations (NRC, 2014). Given the
generalized model structure required for the building blocks modeling approach, high outcome
accuracy should not be expected for any particular context, and thus conventional techniques
based solely on quantitative agreement are not suﬃcient. On the other hand, a moderate degree of
outcome accuracy is also important for linking improvements in model performance to the relative
contribution of particular processes. Given these requirements, pattern-oriented modeling (POM;
Grimm et al., 2005) oﬀers the necessary balance between structural and predictive model evaluation. POM is an inverse modeling technique based on the premise that agreement between

Figure 4. The iterative modeling cycle to improve model outcome and process accuracy using the pattern-oriented modeling
(POM) approach. Real anthroecological system and modeled patterns are compared, errors assessed, new hypotheses of
missing processes are formulated, and new levels and/or combinations of building-block processes are implemented.
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multiple modeled and observed agent and/or system behaviors (i.e. process accuracy) can provide
as much or more insight into the internal structure of the real system than a match between
modeled and observed states (i.e. outcome accuracy). The main principle of POM is that a model
with high outcome and process accuracy will reproduce multiple patterns observed in real systems,
or ‘target patterns’, at diﬀerent levels of system organization simultaneously. If a model can
accomplish this, one can conclude that the model’s process representation and internal structure
are reasonably consistent with those of the real system (Grimm et al., 2005; Kramer-Schadt, Revilla,
Wiegand, & Grimm, 2007).
A pattern is deﬁned as ‘any observation made at any hierarchical level or scale of the real system
that displays non-random structure’ (Kramer-Schadt et al., 2007, p. 1557). Target patterns should be
linked to the expected outcomes of building-block processes, independent from calibration data,
and not directly predictable by either micro- or macro-scale data (Latombe, Parrot, & Fortin, 2011).
Target patterns could include: landscape-level: percent and/or distribution of land uses types;
population-level: income distribution, poverty rates, land techno-managerial adoption rates, and/
or livelihood diversity; agent-level: production and/or consumption levels associated with agent
types (e.g. Murray-Rust et al., 2014; Valbuena, Verburg, & Bregt 2008). If available, comparing model
dynamics to time series of one or more of these target patterns is an even more rigorous and
challenging test of model realism.
Second, combining POM with evolutionary programming techniques, such as genetic algorithms, can eﬃciently search and evaluate a wide range of parameter and building-block process
combinations (e.g. Magliocca, 2015). Here, we propose the use of a hierarchical genetic algorithm
(HGA) for simultaneous parameter calibration and selection of building-block processes. For each
model instantiation, a HGA speciﬁes the levels of building-block processes to be implemented and
the values of other uncertain model parameters (i.e. ‘free parameters’). Free parameters describing
environmental conditions and agent characteristics are randomly selected from distributions
derived from primary data or literature. This genetic algorithm design is hierarchical in the sense
that many free parameter values are explored for each combination of building-block process
before selecting new building-block settings. Further, model instantiations that use higher level
building-block processes are ‘penalized’, similar to Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974), so
that higher level building-block process settings must appreciably improve model performance to
remain active. Environmental conditions are parameterized with localized values for a given
simulation site from the global data sources listed in Table 2. Parameter distributions for agent
characteristics, such as risk preferences, are informed by values from case study literature, if
available, or are allowed to vary freely with each model instantiation. All agents are initialized
with the least intensive available land management strategy. Available land-use options are based
on land suitability constraints and experimental levels of agricultural technologies as speciﬁed by
the modeler. The performance of each model instantiation is evaluated using POM, the next
generation of building-block settings and parameter values are speciﬁed by the HGA, and additional model simulations are performed until all target patterns are satisfactorily reproduced in
model outcomes.
While this iterative modeling approach is likely to improve model performance with
successive generations of the HGA, the possibility remains that multiple diﬀerent model
conﬁgurations could successfully reproduce all target patterns (i.e. ‘equiﬁnality’), making it
diﬃcult to adjudicate among model versions. Equiﬁnality of complex systems is a challenge
for all non-deterministic modeling approaches (NRC, 2014). We will not solve this issue here.
However, the POM approach sets an exceptionally high bar for empirical model validation –
more so than conventional, single-scale measurement approaches. Thus, rigorous POM methods combined with the HGA approach can minimize the possibility of equiﬁnality in model
conﬁgurations.
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5. Case narratives
To illustrate how the building-block processes approach can be implemented, two case narratives
drawn from the empirical land change case study literature are described using the ABVL framework. We provide the details associated with the guiding questions in Section 3, specify target
patterns for model evaluation with POM as described in Section 4, and hypothesize likely buildingblock process combinations for each case (Table 4). The ﬁrst case describes the evolution of
collective farming practices and creation of mosaic landscapes in northern Laos during and after
the Second Indochina War (approx. 1960s through 1990s) and is drawn from Castella et al. (2013).
The second case describes the adaptive land-use and livelihood responses of agricultural households in southwestern Tanzania to economic liberalization policies occurring from the 1980s to
early 2000s and is drawn from Grogan, Birch-Thomsen, and Lyimo (2013). These example cases
were chosen because they share similar biophysical settings and land-use practices, but describe
diﬀerent trajectories of sociocultural and landscape change.
Both cases describe land-use and livelihood dynamics in and around agricultural villages of less
than 50 persons km−2 during the time periods of interest, and both locations shared similar
environmental conditions and associated selective pressures on land-use practices. Tropical climates allowed for long growing seasons, rain-fed agriculture (>1000 mm annual precipitation), and
relatively quick forest regeneration, but also increased risk of pest damages and limited soil fertility.
The terrain in both locations was fairly mountainous making intensive cultivation diﬃcult in
portions of the landscape. Shifting cultivation was the dominant land-use practice, and involved
culturally inherited practices of forest clearing, burning, and infrequent sowing and harvesting.
Continual cultivation of land patches without external inputs typically was susceptible to yield
declines in two to three seasons (Siebert & Döll, 2010; Tiessen, Salcedo, & Sampaio, 1992). Intensive
cultivation was done with animal draught and/or hand hoe, and required application of fertilizer
and higher labor inputs for sowing, weeding, and harvesting than shifting cultivation. Water was
relatively accessible, but access to markets was limited to regional markets as the main opportunities for market exchange. Given these similarities, the same data was extracted from both case
studies describing household-, population-, and landscape-level patterns for use with POM model
evaluation: (1) distribution of land uses and covers; (2) livelihood and market-oriented production
participation rates; (3) presence of a ‘normal surplus’ in agricultural production (de Janvry et al.,
1991), (2) meeting or exceeding minimum aspiration levels (Turner & Ali, 1996), and (3) consumption smoothing (de Janvry et al., 1991). A detailed description of each of these patterns is available
in Magliocca (2015).

5.1. Northern Laos
Land-use and sociocultural transitions in northern Laos during the early and mid-1960s were
characterized by the creation of landscape mosaics and development of collective farming strategies brought on by external conﬂict. Peasants ﬂeeing the conﬂicts of the Second Indochina War
sought refuge in remote forested regions, where abundant land resources and external threat
created favorable conditions for cooperation and social group formation. Inhabitants worked
together to clear large tracts of land for collective farming, which created mosaics of low-intensity
cultivated patches interspersed with forest and long fallow patches with regenerating forest
(Castella et al., 2013). With relatively low population densities and abundant land, suﬃcient fallow
times were possible to maintain soil fertility. Although cooperative land clearing imposed additional costs on individual or household subsistence strategies, these costs were outweighed by
beneﬁts of cooperation in light of strong group-level selection pressures. The cooperative cropping
system ‘facilitated the exchange of labor, made arduous work more congenial (e.g., weeding),
spread the risk of pest damages over large ﬁelds and prevented insecurity at a time of political
trouble’ (Castella et al., 2013, p. 68).

Laos cooperative
land use
Tanzania economic
liberalization

Case study

Level 2: Level 1 +
satisﬁcing
Level 1: Proﬁt-maximizing

Aspiration formation

Risk perception

Land allocation

Group
Social norm formation

Social networks inﬂuences

Level 2: Level 1 + unconditional cooperation Level 2: Link creation among
within social network
immediate neighbors
Level 1: None
Level 3: Level 2 + aspatial random

Building-block processes

Level 3: Level 2 + loss
Level 4: Level 3 + social
aversion
norm regulated
Level 4: Level 3 + salience Level 3: Level 2 + market
bias
exchange

Individual

Table 4. Hypothetical example building-block processes for the landscape and sociocultural transitions described for the Laos and Tanzania case narratives. Each society is described by potential
combinations of building-block processes constituting culture.
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A series of hypotheses about the underlying mechanisms of these sociocultural and landscape
transitions can be tested with the ABVL. For example, external conﬂict combined with environmental
conditions selected for social norms of cooperation and shifting cultivation land-use practices. These
traits caused an expansion of cultivated and decrease of forested patches creating a mosaic landscape
structure. Further, given the multi-decade time span and relatively homogeneous livelihood strategies
and wealth of this subsistence regime, the main mechanism of sociocultural evolution was primarily
through cross-generational inheritance (i.e. vertical transmission) of traits, rather than other social
learning processes or interaction with exogenous sociocultural inﬂuences. The speciﬁc building-block
processes hypothesized to generate these social interactions and landscape structure are shown in
Table 4. Aspiration formation and risk perception processes are strongly inﬂuenced by loss aversion at
the individual level, and group-level processes of land allocation, social norm formation, and social
network inﬂuences favor the evolution of self-reinforcing, highly cooperative groups composed of kin
and/or spatially proximate individuals or households.

5.2. Southwestern Tanzania
Land-use and sociocultural transitions in southwestern Tanzania during the 1980s to early 2000s
consisted of the abandonment of intensive maize cultivation for traditional shifting cultivation
techniques. This transition was brought about by state policies of economic liberalization that
removed previous subsidies for fertilizer and improved seed varieties (Grogan et al., 2013).
Individual-level selective pressures on land-based production and livelihood sustainability, which
were once alleviated (at least partially) by agricultural subsidies program, were renewed when
subsidies were removed. Without subsidies, fertilizer and seed costs made maize cultivation
unproﬁtable for many. A number of substantial sociocultural changes resulted (see Grogan et al.,
2013 for more details). Responses among agricultural households were varied, but an overall trend
of agricultural extensiﬁcation with a return to traditional shifting cultivation, limited fallow times
leading to soil degradation, withdrawal from commodity markets, and expansion of oﬀ-farm
livelihoods (Birch-Thomsen & Fog, 1996). Those that still cultivated maize or switched to cash
crops replaced traditional social work groups with paid labor. Households with cross-border kin
and social network connections saw well-being improvements through non-farm income opportunities. Expanding agriculture increased land disputes, but local authority mediation mechanisms
persisted through customary land rights. These sociocultural changes also translated into dramatic
landscape alterations. Reduced cultivation intensity led to a large reduction in fertilizer use (13–
42%), and expansion of low-intensity farming shortened time for miombo woodland regeneration
and increased clearing of forests (Grogan et al., 2013).
This case is ideal for testing the inﬂuence of social learning processes on responses to economic
liberalization and subsequent sociocultural and landscape transitions. Speciﬁc hypotheses to test
with the ABVL might focus on mechanisms of increasing aspirations, economic diﬀerentiation, and
social connectedness. For example, the loss of agricultural subsidies shifted the dominant selective
pressure from the state to the household, which selected for competitive individual strategies and
the formation of social networks of economic opportunities. Hypothesized associated landscape
changes would include expansion of cultivated area (with loss of forest cover) to compensate for
soil degradation, and abandonment of marginal land as households shift to non-farm livelihoods.
Further, introduction of mimicking of successful livelihood strategies (both farm and non-farm)
among social network inﬂuences would increase livelihood strategy diversity and economic diﬀerentiation. The speciﬁc building-block processes hypothesized to generate these transitions are
shown in Table 4. Aspiration formation and risk perception processes favor proﬁt-maximization and
risk-tolerant livelihood strategies at the individual level, and group-level processes of land allocation, social norm formation, and social network are characteristic of market-mediated social
interactions. In this case, removal of subsidies selected against social norms (e.g. work groups,
agricultural cooperatives) in favor of market institutions.
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6. Conclusions
This article is the ﬁrst to explore the potential of generalized ABMs (Magliocca, 2015) to simulate
and test the newly articulated evolutionary principles and hypotheses of anthroecological theory as
explanations for observed patterns of coupled social and landscape change (Ellis, 2015). This
potential has been demonstrated through an initial prospective example of how a formal, explicit,
mechanistic speciﬁcation of SNC theory might be implemented with an ABVL approach to simulate
and test hypotheses on long-term anthroecological changes across diﬀerent geographic settings
and society types. This eﬀort to close the gap between theoretical and mechanistic explanations of
coupled sociocultural and landscape changes over evolutionary time periods has forced a working
through of the dynamic implications of the ABM speciﬁcation, which has theory-building value in
and of itself (Poile & Safayeni, 2016; Weinhardt & Vancouver, 2012).
The ABVL experimental approach has shown clear potential to formalize and test SNC as a longterm evolutionary process linking landscape and sociocultural change – moving from empirical to
mechanistic understanding – and ultimately improving theory. Building-block processes are especially
useful in this eﬀort, as they enable systematic exploration of how individual and group traits generate
and/or interact with the structuring factors of anthroecology theory – biome, society type, and
patterns of social centrality and land suitability – to produce plausible and empirically testable
patterns of populations, land use, and ecological processes across landscapes. While the use of simple
ABMs as virtual laboratories to evaluate competing theories of emergent phenomenon is not new
(Batty & Torrens, 2001; Grimm & Berger, 2016; Janssen & Ostrom, 2006; O’Sullivan et al., 2016), the
ability to experimentally introduce a suite of generalized sociocultural evolutionary mechanisms in
various combinations and subjected to diﬀerent social and environmental contexts is novel.
Comprehensive theory development in LSS has always required an understanding of the coevolution of social and ecological systems. A general, mechanistic, model of land transformation across the
full spectrum of human societies and environments represents a grand challenge for LSS and a turn
toward a ‘generative social science’ mode of inquiry. Fundamental to this challenge is the need to
balance simplicity and ﬂexibility of process representation with suﬃcient realism to enable comparisons with empirical data. Here we have proposed to advance LSS theory by an ABVL approach that
enables experimenting with and building basic models that strip away detail in an eﬀort to reveal
something akin to ‘ﬁrst principles’ of human–environment interactions (Grimm & Berger, 2016). We
have shown that the ABVL approach oﬀers unprecedented opportunity for formalizing, operationalizing, and testing of theoretical predictions. We also presented a ‘roadmap’ for combining general
theories on the structure and dynamics of human–environment interactions with generic, mechanistically rich ABMs to support theory development and the testing of hypotheses against empirical
data. Our hope is that this approach renews interest in theory-based models of cultural landscape
change, and ultimately strengthens our ability to understand and manage the unprecedented land
system changes now developing as Earth moves deeper into the Anthropocene.
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